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Abstract

Network traffic monitoring and measurement has been increasingly used as the
major mechanism to ensure the efficient and secure operation of computer net-
works. Although substantial effort has been put in research and development in
this area, current approaches to passive network monitoring focus either on col-
lecting flow-level statistics, which makes them unsuitable for applications that per-
form fine-grained operations like deep packet inspection, or in full packet capture,
which significantly increases their operational overhead. In addition, emerging ap-
plications, such as detection of Internet worm outbreaks, detection of Distributed
Denial-of-Service attacks, and accurate traffic characterization, would benefit from
monitoring data gathered from multiple vantage points across the Internet.

In this thesis we present an expressive programming abstraction for distributed
passive network monitoring. The Distributed Monitoring Application Program-
ming Interface (DiMAPI) enables users to clearly communicate their monitoring
needs to local or remote passive monitoring sensors, choose only the amount of in-
formation they are interested in, and therefore balance the overhead they pay with
the amount of information they receive. DiMAPI builds on a generalized network
flow abstraction flexible enough to capture emerging application needs, and expres-
sive enough to allow the system to exploit specialized monitoring hardware, where
available. Based on our implementation experience and our experimental results,
we conclude that DiMAPI has more expressive power than competing approaches,
enables the implementation of a wide variety of distributed network monitoring
applications, and at the same time achieves significant performance improvements.

Supervisor: Professor Evangelos Markatos
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the past few years, the Internet has evolved into the dominant communica-
tion and information infrastructure. Since the advent of the World Wide Web, the
number of users, hosts, domains, and enterprise networks connected to the Internet
has been growing explosively. Along with the phenomenal growth of the Inter-
net, the volume and complexity of Internet traffic is constantly increasing, and
faster networks are constantly being deployed. Emerging highly distributed appli-
cations, such as peer-to-peer systems and Grid computing, demand for increased
bandwidth, while their operation relies on advanced communication protocols.

As networks grow larger and more complicated, effective network traffic mon-
itoring is becoming increasingly vital for network management, as well as for sup-
porting a growing number of automated control mechanisms needed to make the
IP-based Internet more robust, efficient, and secure. Network measurements and
traffic analysis has been increasingly used to ensure the efficient and secure op-
eration of modern computer networks. Although accurate network monitoring
is an essential mechanism for the reliable and efficient operation of our cyber-
infrastructure, current traffic monitoring systems do not provide the information
needed to support emerging monitoring applications such as detection of Internet
worms as soon as they start to spread, detection of Distributed Denial-of-Service
attacks, and accurate traffic characterization. Current systems focus mostly on col-
lecting low-level statistics, full packet capture, or in actively measuring latency,
bandwidth, and similar properties of network links.

In this thesis, we propose an expressive programming abstraction for distrib-
uted passive network traffic monitoring, which enables users to clearly communi-
cate their monitoring needs to local or remote passive monitoring platforms, and
facilitates the development of advanced distributed monitoring applications.

1.1 The Need for Effective Traffic Monitoring

The need for elaborate network measurements and traffic analysis, along with in-
creasing link speeds, has exposed limitations in existing network monitoring archi-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

FIGURE 1.1: Outgoing traffic distribution over a three-year period for the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin. All traffic is divided into two broad sets: the Well-known
traffic, corresponding to traffic that is destined to, or originates from, static ports
associated with well-known applications, and the Unaccounted-for traffic, which
is destined to, or originates from, dynamically-generated ports. We see that the
Unaccounted-for traffic represents an increasing percentage of the total traffic,
reaching as high as 65%.

tectures, which are deeply rooted in the basic abstractions used. The most widely
used abstraction for network traffic monitoring has been that of flow-level traffic
summaries, first demonstrated in software prototypes such as NeTraMet [9], and
later incorporated as standard functionality in routers (c.f., Cisco’s NetFlow [12]).
This approach has been reasonably successful in supporting monitoring functions
ranging from accounting to some rather simple forms of Denial of Service attack
detection [63]. However, the information contained in flow-level summaries is usu-
ally not detailed enough for emerging monitoring applications. For instance, de-
termining per-application network usage is not possible for some of the major new
applications that use dynamically allocated ports, such as peer-to-peer file sharing,
multimedia streaming, and conferencing applications.

Take a look for example at Figure 1.1, which plots the traffic distribution of
the University of Wisconsin, based on information gathered from sampling flow-
level summaries over a period of three years. To calculate the distribution of traffic
among different applications, each application is assumed to have one or more well
known ports: all traffic that is destined to, or originates from, those ports is assumed
to be associated with this application. Unfortunately, several recent applications
use dynamically allocated ports, and therefore, a large percentage of traffic can
not be accounted for. This “unaccounted-for” traffic is shown in Figure 1.1 as the
lightly-colored band. It is interesting to see that the relative width of this band
has increased between 2002 and 2004, which implies that the percentage of traffic
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that can not be accounted for, has significantly increased. Indeed, in 2004, the
unaccounted-for traffic has reached as much as 65%, implying that almost seven
out of ten IP packets can not be attributed to their applications.

Besides not being sufficient to provide accurate traffic characterization, tradi-
tional flow-level traffic summaries are usually not adequate for the type of security
monitoring provided by recent intrusion detection systems such assnort [53] and
bro [47]. Such security systems usually need much more information than what
is provided by flow-level traffic summaries. For instance, in order to detect and
contain computer viruses and worms at times of emergency, intrusion detection
systems need to be able to inspect and process network packet payloads, which are
not available in flow-level traffic summaries.

In absence of any better abstraction, many network operators resort to full
packet capture [27] or case-specific solutions, usually supported by specialized
hardware [23, 24]. Such approaches have high hardware cost, significant process-
ing needs, and produce vast amounts of data, complicating the task of data analysis.

Such limitations, i.e., too little information provided by flow-level traffic sum-
maries vs. too much data provided by full packet capture, demonstrate the need
for a portable general-purpose environment for running network monitoring appli-
cations on a variety of hardware platforms. If properly designed, such an envi-
ronment could provide applications with just the right amount of information they
need: neither more, such as the full packet capture approaches do, nor less, such as
the flow-based statistics approaches do.

1.2 The Need for Distributed Network Monitoring

Although accurate network monitoring is getting increasingly important for the
reliable and efficient operation of our cyber-infrastructure, current passive traf-
fic monitoring systems do not always provide the information needed to support
emerging applications due to their limited view of the network, as they are com-
monly based on data gathered at a single observation point. For instance, intrusion
detection systems usually run on a single monitoring host, which captures and in-
spects the monitored network traffic.

Several emerging applications would benefit from passive monitoring data gath-
ered at multiple observation points across the network of an organization. For in-
stance, Quality of Service (QoS) applications could be based on traffic characteris-
tics that can be computed only by combining monitoring data from both the ingress
and egress nodes of a network. However, a distributed monitoring infrastructure
can be extended outside the border of a single organization and span multiple ad-
ministrative domains across the Internet. The installation of several geographically
distributed network monitoring sensors provides a broader view of the network, in
which large-scale events could become apparent.

Probably the most important factor for the significant increase of cyber-attacks
is the automation of the attack propagation, by means of computerworms. A com-
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FIGURE 1.2: The geographic coverage of the Sapphire/Slammer worm on January
25th 2003.1

puter worm is a self-replicating program that propagates across a network by re-
motely exploiting defects in widely-used software running on victim hosts. After
the infection, the worm executes a predefined routine that performs an operation
according to the attacker’s will. Since the compromised system is under the com-
plete control of the attacker, the possibilities for its usage are endless. Compro-
mised hosts are commonly used to launch Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks [41] targeted against well-protected systems. In such attacks, an attacker
sends vast amounts of packets at the target server so that no legitimate traffic can
reach it. Since the data come from thousands of different compromised hosts,
DDoS attacks are very difficult to stop.

Computer worms outbreaks have been plaguing the Internet for the last several
years, representing a major threat to the security of our cyber-infrastructure. Re-
cent worm outbreaks have practically demonstrated that worms can infect tens of
thousands of computers in as little as thirty minutes. Furthermore, research studies
have shown that a carefully implementedflashworm could compromise the entire
set of vulnerable hosts in under 30 seconds [58], or less [57].

Indeed, the Sapphire/Slammer worm [11, 43, 44] infected more than 90% of
the vulnerable hosts within 10 minutes. Eventually, more than 75.000 hosts were
infected in no more than 30 minutes, causing devastating effects [13,55]. Figure 1.2
shows the geographic coverage of the Sapphire worm, half an hour after the worm
was released. It is clearly depicted that the worm infected computers practically all
over the globe. By comparison, Sapphire was two orders of magnitude faster than
the CodeRed worm, which infected over 359.000 hosts [45,73].

Clearly, with the ever-increasing connectivity and bandwidth of today’s Inter-
net infrastructure, self-propagating worms can spread across the Internet rapidly,
rendering any human-initiated intervention to detect, identify, and stop a new worm
outbreak practically ineffective. A single monitoring host is not sufficient for the

1 c© CAIDA – http://www.caida.org/
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early warning and detection of a worm outbreak, since the worm may have al-
ready spread irreversibly until it reaches that host. However, recent research ef-
forts [69,70,72] have demonstrated that a large-scale monitoring infrastructure can
be used for building Internet worm detection systems based on distributed cooper-
ative monitors. Furthermore, distributed DoS attack detection applications would
also benefit from monitoring data gathered at multiple vantage points across the
Internet.

Another practice of attackers is to installbackdoorson victim machines, i.e.,
programs which allow them to send commands to the victim machine and operate
it remotely. Using coordinated management through readily available mediums,
such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and Instant Messaging (IM), attackers build and
control networks comprising thousands of compromised machines, also known as
botnets[33,46]. Besides acting as launching points for attacks and other malicious
activities [60], these networks allow attackers to hide their tracks, and make tracing
their real source extremely difficult.

The situation described so far gets worse as the software quality remains low.
Vendors of commercial off-the-shelf software products usually give security de-
sign a secondary priority, in favor of rich features, time to market, performance,
and overall cost. As a consequence, new vulnerabilities are continually being dis-
covered in ubiquitous applications. Experience has shown that once a vulnerability
is discovered in a popular application and the relevant exploit comes out, a worm
outbreak based on this vulnerability is usually a matter of time [25]. The relevant
patches provided by vendors to fix the flaws normally come late, since they require
time-consuming human intervention. Furthermore, administrators are usually re-
luctant to install them before they first verify through extensive testing that they do
not cause any stability problems [51].

It is clear from the above thatdistributednetwork traffic monitoring is becom-
ing necessary for understanding the performance of modern networks and for pro-
tecting them against possible security breaches. This promising approach involves
the cooperation of many, possibly heterogeneous, monitoring hosts distributed over
a network of several collaborating autonomous systems. Such infrastructures can
elevate our perception of the Internet and lead to its better use in the long-run, by
combining and correlating the data gathered at each host. This provides a broader
perspective in which related incidents become easier to detect.

For instance, by capitalizing on the combination of information from several
different geographical regions, such a wide-area network of cooperative traffic
monitoring sensors can increase the speed and accuracy of early worm detection
and fingerprinting. Furthermore, besides contributing towards increasing the se-
curity of the cyber-space, distributed monitoring systems can contribute towards
increasing our understanding of Internet traffic, which has been significantly di-
minished with the advent of modern Internet-centric systems, such as Peer-to-Peer
and GRID-enabled applications. Wide-area application debugging, for example,
which requires information across the whole network, can be facilitated by a dis-
tributed monitoring infrastructure. During the development of a Peer-to-Peer sys-
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tem, for instance, a distributed monitoring infrastructure could be used to extract
information regarding the request and response latencies and the induced traffic
patterns. Such characteristics are highly unpredictable in wide-area networks due
to the best-effort nature of IP networks and the constant network changes. Addi-
tionally, application level characteristics such as the query cache hit ratio can be
easier to derive. Finally, user mobility necessitates distributed monitoring due to
nomadic users who frequently change locations across different networks.

A distributed infrastructure also offers benefits inherent to its architecture, such
as scalability and resilience to attacks. A network of monitoring sensors is easy to
expand and reduces the cost per-participant, considering the related economies of
scale. At the same time, such a system comprises numerous hosts, and thus, with-
stands denial of service attacks targeted to harm its availability. Additionally, a
distributed infrastructure makes it harder for attackers to evade detection by spot-
ting and blacklisting specific monitoring hosts, or portions of the address space that
are being monitored for random attacks.

1.3 Contributions

In this thesis, we present anexpressiveprogramming abstraction for distributed
network traffic monitoring, which enables users to clearly communicate their mon-
itoring needs to local or remote passive monitoring platforms, and facilitates the
development of distributed monitoring applications.

The Monitoring Application Programming Interface (MAPI) [49] builds on a
generalizednetwork flowabstraction that allows users to express complex monitor-
ing needs, choose only the amount of information they are interested in, and there-
fore balance the overhead they pay with the amount of information they receive.
The major contribution of MAPI is that it elevates network flows to afirst-class
status, enabling programmers to define and operate on flows in a flexible and effi-
cient way. Although traditional environments define network flows in a limited and
restrictive manner2, MAPI enables applications to define network flows in a much
more expressive fashion. Where necessary and feasible, MAPI also allows the user
to trigger custom processing routines not only on summarized data, but also on the
packets themselves, similarly to programmable monitoring systems [4,38].

The Distributed Monitoring Application Programming Interface (DiMAPI) ex-
tends MAPI to facilitate the programming and coordination of distributed moni-
toring sensors in a flexible and efficient way. The main contribution of DiMAPI
is that it extends the network flow abstraction to enable the definition of network
flows that receive traffic from many monitoring interfaces through the notion of
the network flowscope. DiMAPI provides a uniform platform for building distrib-
uted monitoring applications that utilize several geographically distributed—and
possibly heterogeneous—passive monitoring sensors.

2Loosely speaking, in traditional environments, a network flow is defined as the set of all packets
exchanged between two IP addresses and two given ports.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the network
flow abstraction, presents the most important MAPI operations, and describes our
prototype implementation. Chapter 3 discusses distributed passive network mon-
itoring and describes the extended version of MAPI which supports distributed
monitoring. Chapter 4 discusses in detail the software architecture of DiMAPI.
Chapter 5 presents our experimental evaluation, and Chapter 6 presents some real-
world applications build on top of MAPI and DiMAPI. Finally, Chapter 7 presents
related work, and Chapter 8 concludes the thesis.
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Chapter 2

MAPI: A Network Traffic
Monitoring API

The goal of an application programming interface is to provide a suitable abstrac-
tion that is both simple enough for programmers to use, and powerful enough for
expressing complex and diverse monitoring needs. A good API should also re-
lieve the programmer from the complexities of the underlying monitoring plat-
form, while making sure that any features of specialized monitoring hardware can
be properly exploited.

Towards these targets, MAPI builds on a simple, yet powerful, abstraction:
thenetwork flow. In MAPI, a network flow is generally defined asa sequence of
packets that satisfy a given set of conditions. These conditions can be arbitrary,
ranging from simple header-based filters, to sophisticated protocol analysis and
content inspection functions. For example, the simplest network flow consists of
“all packets captured by a monitoring interface.”A more complex flow may be
composed of “all the TCP packets between apair of subnets that contain the string
User-agent: Mozilla/5.0 .”

Figure 2.1 illustrates the concept of the network flow abstraction with some
simple examples. On the top of the figure we see a portion of the monitored net-
work traffic, and below, three different network flows. Each flow consists of a sub-
set of the packets of the monitored traffic. For instance, network flowA consists of
“all packets with destination port80 ,” i.e., packets destined to some web server.
Network flowB comprises “all HTTP GET request packets,” while Ccontains only
“packets of the CodeRed worm” [22]. Note that the packets of the network flowB
are a subset ofA, and similarly, CodeRed packets are a subset of all HTTP GET
requests. The network flow abstraction allows for fine-grained control of the con-
ditions that the packets of a flow should satisfy.

The approach to network flows in MAPI is therefore fundamentally different
from existing flow-based models, e.g., NetFlow [12] or IPFIX [50], which con-
strain the definition of a flow to the set of packets with the same source and desti-
nation IP address and port numbers within a given time-window. In contrast with

9
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Monitored network traffic

"Incoming web server traffic" "HTTP GET requests" "CodeRed worm"

Packet with destination port 80

P containing the string "GET "acket with destination port 80

Packet with destination port 80 containing the string "GET /default.ida?NNNNN..."

A B C

FIGURE 2.1: Examples of network flows with different characteristics.

existing models, MAPI gives the network flow afirst-class status: flows are named
entities, which can be manipulated in similar ways to other programming abstrac-
tions, such as sockets, pipes, and files. In particular, users may create or destroy
(close) flows, read, sample, or count the packets of a flow, apply functions to flows,
and retrieve information and statistics from a flow.

Using this definition for the network flow, users can express a wide variety of
monitoring operations. For instance, MAPI flows allow users to develop simple
intrusion detection schemes that require content (payload) inspection. In contrast,
traditional approaches to network flows like NetFlow, do not have the means of
providing the advanced functions required for this task. Going back to the example
of Figure 2.1, although NetFlow could be used to capture several characteristics of
the traffic defined by network flowA, it is not sufficient for monitoring the traffic
of flowsB andC.

2.1 MAPI Operations

In this section we present an overview of the most important operations provided by
MAPI, summarized in Figure 2.2. A complete list of the available functions, along
with detailed descriptions, is provided inmapi(3) andmapi stdlib(3) man
pages [1,61].

2.1.1 Creating and Terminating Network Flows

Central to the operation of MAPI is the action of creating a network flow:

int mapi_create_flow(char * dev)

This call creates a network flow and returns a flow descriptorfd that refers to
it. By default, the newly created network flow consists of all network packets that
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• int mapi_create_flow(char * dev)
Creates a new network flow.

• int mapi_connect(int fd)
Connects to the flowfd to start receiving information.

• int mapi_close_flow(int fd)
Closes the flow defined by descriptorfd .

• int mapi_apply_function(int fd, char * funct, ...)
Applies the functionfunct to all the packets of the flowfd .

• void * mapi_read_results(int fd, int fid)
Receives the results computed by the application of the functionfid in the packets of the flowfd .

• struct mapipkt * mapi_get_next_packet(int fd, int fid)
Reads the next packet of the flowfd .

• int mapi_loop(int fd, int fid, int cnt, mapi_handler callback)
Invokes the handlercallback for each of the packets of the flowfd

FIGURE 2.2: The most frequently used MAPI calls.

go through network devicedev . The packets of this flow can be further restricted
to those that satisfy an appropriate filter or some other condition, as described in
Section 2.1.2.

Besides creating a network flow, monitoring applications may also close a flow
when it is no longer needed:

int mapi_close_flow(int fd)

After closing a flow, all the structures that have been allocated for the flow are
released.

2.1.2 Applying Functions to Network Flows

The abstraction of the network flow allows users to treat packets belonging to dif-
ferent flows in different ways. For example, after specifying which packets will
constitute the flow, a user may be interested incapturingthe packets (e.g., to record
an intrusion attempt), or in justcountingthe number of packets and their lengths
(e.g., to measure the bandwidth usage of an application), or insamplingthe packets
(e.g., to find the IP addresses that generate most of the traffic).

MAPI allows users to clearly communicate to the underlying monitoring sys-
tem these different monitoring needs, by allowing the association of functions with
network flows:

int mapi_apply_function(int fd, char * funct, ...)

The above association applies the functionfunct to every packet of the net-
work flow fd , and returns a relevant function descriptorfid . Depending on the
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applied function, additional arguments may be passed. Based on the header and
payload of the packet, the function will perform some computation, and may op-
tionally discard the packet. MAPI provides severalpredefinedfunctions that cover
a broad range of standard monitoring needs through the MAPI Standard Library
(stdlib ) [61].

Several functions are provided for restricting the packets that will constitute a
network flow. For example, applying theBPF FILTER function with parameter
"tcp and dst port 80" restricts the packets of a network flow to the TCP
packets destined to port80 , as in flowA of Figure 2.1. STR SEARCHcan be
used to restrict the packets of a flow to only those that contain a specified byte
sequence. Network flowsB andC in Figure 2.1 would be configured by applying
bothBPF FILTER andSTR SEARCH.

Many other functions are provided for processing the traffic of a flow. Such
functions includePKT COUNTERandBYTE COUNTER, which count the number
of packets and bytes of a flow, respectively,SAMPLE, which can be used to sample
packets, andHASH, which computes a digest of each packet.

Although these functions enable users to process packets and compute network
traffic metrics without receiving the actual packets in the address space of the ap-
plication, they must somehow communicate their results back to the application.
For example, a user that has applied the functionPKT COUNTERto a network flow,
will be interested in reading what is the number of packets that have been counted
so far. This can be achieved by allocating a small amount of memory or a data
structure to each network flow. The functions that are applied to the packets of a
flow will write their results into this data structure. The user who is interested in
reading the results will read that data structure using:

void * mapi_read_results(int fd, int fid)

The above function returns a pointer to the memory where the result of the
function with the identifierfid , which has been applied to the network flowfd ,
has been stored.

2.1.3 Reading Packets from a Flow

Once a flow is established, packets belonging to that flow can be read one-at-a-time
using the following blocking call:

struct mapipkt * mapi_get_next_pkt(int fd, int fid)

The above function reads the next packet that belongs to flowfd . In order to
read packets, the functionTO BUFFER(which returns the relevantfid parameter)
must have previously been applied to the flow.TO BUFFERinstructs the monitor-
ing system to store the captured packets into a shared memory area, from where
the user can directly read the packet, supporting this way efficient zero-copy packet
capturing platforms [20,23,24].
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FIGURE 2.3: MAPI Daemon Architecture.

If the user does not want to read one packet at-a-time and possibly block, she
may register a callback function that will be called when a packet to the specific
flow is available:

int mapi_loop(int fd, int fid, int cnt, mapi_handler callback)

The above call makes sure that the handlercallback will be invoked for
each of the nextcnt packets that will arrive in the flowfd .

2.2 Software Structure

Figure 2.3 shows the main modules of the MAPI system. On the top of the Figure
we see a set of monitoring applications that, via the MAPI stub, communicate with
the MAPI daemon: a monitoring process running in a separate address space. The
monitoring daemon, calledmapid , was chosen to be implemented as a user-level
process, instead of a library connected to an operating system module, because
it lead to faster implementation, due to shorter debugging cycles, and to a more
robust system, due to fault isolation. Indeed, debugging operating system kernels
usually involves slow kernel rebooting processes which adds significant slowdown
in the overall development cycle. Besides achieving rapid prototyping, our choice
of implementing the daemon as a user-level process also increased the robustness
of the system, since any fatal daemon bug would only crash the monitoring daemon
process and not the entire computer.
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The daemon, which has exclusive access to the captured packets, consists of
two threads: one data thread for packet processing, and one control thread for the
communication with the monitoring applications. All active applications and their
defined flows are internally stored in the daemon in a two-dimensional list. List
nodes contain all necessary data structures for application or flow definition and
accounting. Each captured packet is checked by the main processing thread against
the defined flow filters. Then, for every flow it belongs to, the appropriate actions
are made: counters are incremented, sampling, substring search, or other functions
are applied, and finally the packet may be sent to the application, dumped to disk
by the daemon, or dropped. In our prototype implementation, filtering is accom-
plished using thebpf filter() function of thelibpcap library [40], which
applies a compiled BPF filter to captured packets in user level. Each compiled filter
is stored into the corresponding flow structure.

All communication between the daemon and the monitoring applications is
handled by the “control thread.” This thread constantly listens for requests made
by the monitoring application through calls of MAPI functions, and sets up the ap-
propriate shared data structures. When monitoring applications need to read data,
the control thread reads these data from the shared data structures. Communication
between the MAPI stub andmapid is performed through Unix sockets.

2.3 MAPI Example: Simple Packet Count

In this section we present a simple MAPI-based application which introduces the
concept of the network flow and demonstrates the basic steps that must be taken
in order to create and use a network flow. In the following application, a network
flow is used for counting the number of packets destined to a web server during a
certain time period.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <unistd.h>
4 #include "mapi.h"
5

6 int main() {
7

8 int fd, fid;
9 unsigned long long * cnt;

10

11 / * create a flow using the eth0 interface * /
12 fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
13 if (fd < 0) {
14 printf("Could not create flow\n");
15 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
16 }
17

18 / * keep only the packets directed to the web server * /
19 mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp and dst port 80");
20

21 / * and just count them * /
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22 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "PKT_COUNTER");
23

24 / * connect to the flow * /
25 if(mapi_connect(fd) < 0) {
26 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", fd);
27 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
28 }
29

30 sleep(10);
31

32 / * read the results of the applied PKT_COUNTER function * /
33 cnt = (unsigned long long * )mapi_read_results(fd, fid);
34 printf("pkts:%llu\n", * cnt);
35

36 mapi_close_flow(fd);
37 return 0;
38 }

The control flow of the code is as follows: We begin by creating a network flow
(line 12) that will receive the packets we are interested in. We specify that we are
going to use theeth0 network interface for monitoring the traffic. For a different
monitoring adapter we would use something like/dev/scampi/0 in case of a
Scampi adapter [14, 15], or/dev/dag0 for a DAG card [24], depending on the
configuration. We store the returned flow descriptor in the variablefd for future
reference to the flow.

In the next step, we restrict the packets of flow to those destined to our web
server, by applying the functionBPF FILTER (line 19) using the filtertcp and
dst port 80 . The filtering expression is written using thetcpdump(8) syn-
tax [62]. Since we are interested in just counting the packets, we also apply the
PKT COUNTERfunction (line 22). In order to later read the results of that func-
tion, we store the returned function descriptor infid .

The final step is to start the operation of the network flow by connecting to it
(line 25). The call tomapi connect() actually activates the flow insidemapid ,
which then starts processing the monitored traffic according to the specifications of
the flow. In our case, it simply keeps a count of the packets that match the filtering
condition.

After 10 seconds, we read the packet count by passing the relevant flow de-
scriptor fd and function descriptorfid to mapi read results() (line 33).
Our work is done, so we close the network flow in order to free the resources
allocated inmapid (line 36).
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Chapter 3

Distributed Passive Network
Monitoring

The need for elaborate monitoring of large-scale network events and characteristics
requires the cooperation of many, possibly heterogeneous, monitoring sensors, dis-
tributed over a wide-area network, or several collaborating Autonomous Systems
(AS). In such an environment, the processing and correlation of the data gathered
at each sensor gives a broader perspective of the state of the monitored network, in
which related events become easier to identify.

Figure 3.1 illustrates a high-level view of such a distributed passive network
monitoring infrastructure. Monitoring sensors are distributed across several au-
tonomous systems, with each AS having one or more monitoring sensors. Each
sensor may monitor the link between the AS and the Internet (as in AS 1 and 3), or
an internal link of a local sub-network (as in AS 2). An authorized user, who may
not be located in one of the participating ASes, can run monitoring applications
that require the involvement of an arbitrary number of the available monitoring
sensors.

In order to take advantage of information from multiple vantage points, distrib-
uted monitoring applications need concurrent access to the remote monitoring sen-
sors. In this chapter, we present the Distributed version of MAPI (DiMAPI), which
fulfils this requirement by facilitating the programming and coordination of several
remote sensors from within a single monitoring application. This is achieved by
building on the abstraction of the network flow introduced with MAPI. However,
MAPI supports the creation of network flows associated with asinglelocal moni-
toring interface, and thus, in MAPI, a network flow receives network packets that
are always captured at a single monitoring point.

One of the main novelties of DiMAPI is the introduction of the network flow
scope, a new network flow attribute. In DiMAPI, each flow is associated with a
scope, which defines a set of monitoring interfaces that are collectively used for
network traffic monitoring. Generally, given an input packet stream, a network
flow is defined as a sequence of packets that satisfy a given set of conditions. In

17
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FIGURE 3.1: A high-level view of a distributed passive network monitoring in-
frastructure across several collaborating autonomous systems.

MAPI, the input packet stream comes from a single monitoring interface. The
notion of scope allows a network flow to receive packets from several monitoring
interfaces. With this definition, the abstraction of the network flow remains intact:
a network flow with scope is still a subset of the packets of an input packet stream.
However, the input packet stream over which the network flow is defined may come
from more than one monitoring points. In this way, when an application applies
functions to manipulate or extract information from a network flow with a scope of
multiple sensors, effectively it manipulates and extracts information concurrently
from all these monitoring points.

3.1 DiMAPI: Extending MAPI for Distributed Network
Monitoring

MAPI supports the operation of monitoring applications that run on the same com-
puter that hosts the monitoring hardware. Monitoring applications address the
monitoring platform throughout MAPI. An application uses the functions defined
in the MAPI interface to configure the monitoring daemon and retrieve results from
it. In DiMAPI, however, whether this daemon is running locally, at the same host
with the application, or remotely at a different host, should be of no concern to the
functionality of the application.

In order to support the abstraction of scope in DiMAPI, the interface and im-
plementation ofmapi create flow() function has been extended to support
the definition of multiple remote monitoring interfaces. A remote monitoring inter-
face can be defined as ahost:interface pair, wherehost is the host name or
IP address of the remote sensor andinterface is the device name of the mon-
itoring interface or the name of a packet trace file. The scope of a network flow
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fd = mapi_create_flow(
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mapi_apply_function(fd,
"BPF_FILTER", "dst port 80");
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FIGURE 3.2: An example of a network flow with a scope of multiple sensors. A
user application manipulates a network flow associated with two remote monitor-
ing sensors, located in different administrative domains.

is defined by concatenating several comma-separatedhost:interface pairs
as a string argument tomapi create flow() . For example, the following call
creates a network flow associated with two monitoring interfaces located at two
different hosts across the Internet:

fd = mapi_create_flow("sensor.uninett.no:/dev/dag0,"
"mon1.ics.forth.gr:eth0");

The notion of scope is illustrated in the example of Figure 3.2. A monitoring
application creates a network flow associated with two remote sensors located in
two different organizations,FORTH and UNINETT. The user’s monitoring appli-
cation then applies the functionBPF FILTER in order to restrict the packets of
the flow to only those that are destined to some web server (some code has been
omitted for clarity). As a result, the network flow consists of web packets that are
captured from bothUNINETT’s andFORTH’s sensors.

The scope abstraction also allows the creation of flows associated with multiple
interfaces (or trace files) located at the same host. For example, the following call
creates a network flow associated with a commodity Ethernet interface and a DAG
card, both installed on the hostmon2.ics.forth.gr :

fd = mapi_create_flow("mon2.ics.forth.gr:eth1,"
"mon2.ics.forth.gr:/dev/dag0");

Note that the scope notation in DiMAPI preserves the semantics of the existing
mapi create flow() function, ensuring backwards compatibility with exist-
ing MAPI applications. A local network flow can still be created by specifying one
monitoring interface without prepending a host.
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3.2 DiMAPI Example: Measuring HTTP Requests

In this section we describe an example monitoring application built on top of
DiMAPI. Since the structure is similar to the example presented in Section 2.3,
we have omitted certain parts of the code. The main difference here, besides the
different flow configuration, is that the network flow is configured with a scope
of two remote monitoring sensors. The following pseudocode illustrates a simple
DiMAPI application that counts the number of HTTP GET requests destined to the
web servers of several monitored networks within a predefined interval.

1 fd = mapi_create_flow("host1:eth2, host2:/dev/dag0");
2

3 / * keep only packets directed to a web server * /
4 mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp and dst port 80");
5

6 / * that contain an HTTP GET request * /
7 mapi_apply_function(fd, "STR_SEARCH", "GET /", 0, 50);
8

9 / * and just count them * /
10 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "PKT_COUNTER");
11

12 mapi_connect(fd);
13 sleep(10);
14

15 bytes = mapi_read_results(fd, fid);
16 ...

The above application operates as follows. We initially define a network flow
with a scope of two remote monitoring sensors (line 1). Then, we restrict the
packets of the flow to only those destined to some web server, by applying the
BPF FILTER function (line 4). Since we are interested only in HTTP GET re-
quests, we use the functionSTR SEARCHto further restrict the packets of the
flow to those containing the characteristic string"GET /" (line 7) within the first
50 bytes of the payload, starting at offset 0. After specifying the characteristics
of the network flow, we instruct the monitoring system that we are interested in
just counting the number of packets of the flow, by applying thePKT COUNTER
function (line 10). Finally, we activate the flow (line 12). After 10 seconds, the
application reads the result by callingmapi read results() (line 15).

Implementing the above—rather simple—distributed monitoring application
using existing tools and libraries would have been a tedious process, resulting in
longer code and higher overheads. For example, we could use passive monitor-
ing tools running on top of thelibpcap [40] library, such assnort [53] or
ngrep [52], for capturing the HTTP GET packets at each sensor, then dump the
packet records to a file or print them instdout , and periodically report the packet
count using some script. At the end-host, we could use some additional scripts for
starting and stopping the remote monitoring applications at each remote sensor
through some remote shell, such asssh , and for retrieving and collectively report-
ing the results from all the sensors.
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Clearly, such custom schemes do not scale well and cannot offer the ease of use
and flexibility of DiMAPI for building distributed monitoring applications. Fur-
thermore, DiMAPI exploits any specialized hardware available at the monitoring
sensors and efficiently shares the monitoring infrastructure among many users, by
grouping and optimizing their monitoring needs into the monitoring daemon that
runs at each sensor [49], as discussed in Section 2.2.
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Chapter 4

DiMAPI Architecture

In this chapter we discuss in detail the software architecture of DiMAPI. Figure 4.1
illustrates the architecture of a monitoring sensor that supports DiMAPI. The host
of the monitoring sensor is equipped with one or more interfaces for packet capture,
and optionally an additional network interface for remote access. The latter is the
sensor’s “control” interface, and ideally it should be separate from the network
“taps.” Packets are captured and processed bymapid , as discussed in Section 2.2.
Local monitoring applications still communicate directly withmapid as before,
via the subset of the DiMAPI stub that implements the MAPI functionality.

Remote applications must be able to communicate their monitoring require-
ments to each sensor through the Internet. A straightforward approach for en-
abling applications to communicate with a remote sensor would be to modify
mapid to interact directly with the remote applications through the DiMAPI stub.
This would be in a similar way to local applications, which interact directly with
mapid through shared memory and UNIX sockets. This design alternative has
the advantage that it maintains the basic architecture of the monitoring agent and
the applications, since the DiMAPI stub still communicates directly withmapid .
However, this design requires changes to be made tomapid , which poses several
risks. Indeed,mapid is a complex part of the software monitoring architecture
and is already responsible for handling important “heavy-duty” tasks, as this is
where all the processing of the monitoring requirements of the user applications
takes place. The monitoring daemon should keep up with intensive high-speed
packet processing. Besides increasing its complexity, extendingmapid to handle
communication directly with remote clients would probably introduce additional
performance overhead. Furthermore, allowing remote clients to connect directly to
mapid , which has exclusive access to the captured packets, may introduce signif-
icant security risks.

For the above reasons, we have chosen an alternative design, which avoids any
modifications tomapid . This is possible by introducing anintermediateagent
betweenmapid and the remote applications, for handling all communication be-
tween them, as depicted in Figure 4.1. Thiscommunication agent(commd), which
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FIGURE 4.1: Architecture of a DiMAPI monitoring sensor. User applications may
run remotely on hosts other than the monitoring sensor, and interact withmapid
through the Communication Agent.

runs on the same host withmapid , acts as a proxy for remote applications, for-
warding their monitoring requests tomapid , and sending back to them the com-
puted results. The presence ofcommdis completely transparent to user applica-
tions, which continue to operate as if they were interacting directly withmapid —
only the DiMAPI stub is aware of the presence ofcommd. Furthermore, the pres-
ence ofcommdis also transparent tomapid , sincecommdoperates as a common
local monitoring application.

The main benefit of this design is that it does not require any changes to
mapid . The only software component that needs extension and modification is
that of the stub. This needs to be extended in order to support the DiMAPI func-
tionality, as discussed in Section 3.1. At the monitoring sensor side, the DiMAPI
functionality is solely implemented bycommd, which is built as a monitoring ap-
plication that interacts locally with themapid . This allows for a cleaner imple-
mentation with shorter debugging cycles, and a morerobustsystem due to fault
isolation. Indeed, the system becomes more robust, as communication failures will
not result in failure of the monitoring processes. Furthermore, in case that the re-
mote monitoring functionality of a sensor is not required any more, it can be easily
left out by simply not starting upcommd.

In the following sections we look more closely into the structure and operation
of commd, the DiMAPI stub, and the communication mechanism between them.
We also discuss security and privacy issues related to our system.
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4.1 Communication Agent

The communication agent runs on the monitoring host and acts as an intermediary
between remote applications andmapid . Upon the reception of a monitoring
request from the DiMAPI stub of a remote application, it forwards the relevant
call to the localmapid , which in turn processes the request and sends back to
the user the computed results, again throughcommd. The communication agent is
a simple user-level process implemented on top of DiMAPI, i.e., it looks like an
ordinary DiMAPI-based monitoring application. However, its key characteristic
is that it can receive monitoring requests fromothermonitoring applications that
run on different hosts and are written with DiMAPI. This is achieved by directly
handling the control messages sent by the DiMAPI stub of remote applications,
and transforming them to the relevant local calls.

The communication agent listens for monitoring requests from DiMAPI appli-
cations to a known predefined port. A new thread is spawned for each new remote
application, which thereafter handles all the communication between the monitor-
ing application andcommd. The DiMAPI stub of the remote application sends a
control message for each DiMAPI call invocation tocommd, which in turn repeats
the call, though this time the stub ofcommdwill interact directly with themapid
running on the same host.commdthen returns the result to the stub of the remote
application, which in turn returns it to the user. Note that althoughcommdis im-
plemented on top of DiMAPI, it uses only the subset of DiMAPI that is intended
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for local monitoring, as discussed in Chapter 2, and communicates withmapid
solely through shared memory and UNIX sockets, since it never manipulates net-
work flows associated with remote monitoring sensors.

The control sequence diagram in Figure 4.2 shows the operation of the com-
munication agent in more detail, using a concrete example of the control sequence
for an invocation of themapi create flow() function. Initially, a monitor-
ing application callsmapi create flow() in order to create a network flow at
a remote monitoring sensor (step 1). The DiMAPI stub retrieves the IP address
of the sensor and sends a respective control message to thecommdrunning on
that host through a TCP socket (step 2). The message contains the type of the
DiMAPI call to be executed (CREATE), along with the monitoring interface that
will be used (eth0 ). Upon the receipt of the message,commdrepeats the call to
mapi create flow (step 3). This time, however, the call is destined to the lo-
calmapid , thus the stub ofcommdsends the respective message through a UNIX
socket (step 4). Assuming a successful creation of the flow,mapid returns the
flow descriptorfd priv of the newly created flow to the stub ofcommd(step 5),
which in turn finishes the execution of themapi create flow() call by re-
turning fd priv to commd(step 6). The agent constructs a corresponding reply
message that contains the flow descriptor, and sends it back to the DiMAPI stub of
the user application (step 7).

Finally, the stub of the application has to return a flow identifier back to the
user. However, in case that the network flow is associated with more than one
monitoring sensors, the DiMAPI stub of the application will receive several flow
descriptors, one for each of the monitoring interfaces constituting the scope of the
network flow.1 Consider for example an application that creates two network flows
associated with different remote monitoring sensors. Assume also that the MAPI
daemons on the two sensors have served the same number of flows so far, and
are occupied by the same number of active flows at that moment. Sincemapid
generates the values for the flow descriptors sequentially, starting from the same
predefined number, the agents of the two sensors will return to the DiMAPI stub of
the application the same flow descriptor for each of the two flows. Clearly, this is
not acceptable, since the flow descriptor becomes ambiguous, and does not identify
uniquely the network flow anymore. Although each descriptor is unique within the
scope of themapid that generated it, it is not unique within the scope of the remote
application.

Therefore, the stub generates and returns a new unique flow identifier, and in-
ternally stores the mapping between the received flow descriptors and the newly
created identifier. Thus, even if two or more remote sensors return the same flow
descriptor, the stub always returns to the user a unique flow identifier. In our ex-
ample, the stub of the user application receives the descriptorfd priv , generates

1In that case, steps 2–7 in Figure 4.2 are repeated for each one of the sensors that constitute the
scope of the network flow.
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FIGURE 4.3: Format of the control messages exchanged between the DiMAPI stub
andcommd.

the new unique flow descriptorfd , saves the mapping betweenfd priv andfd ,
and finally returnsfd to the user (step 8).

Although at first sight it may seem that the overhead for a DiMAPI call is quite
high, since it results in several control flow transitions, we should stress that most of
the above steps are function calls or inter-process communication that takes place
on the same host, and thus, incur very small overhead. The operations responsible
for the largest part of the cost are the send and receive operations through the TCP
socket (steps 2 and 7), which incur an unavoidable overhead due to network latency.
We look in more detail into this issue in Chapter 5.

4.2 Communication Protocol

Monitoring applications reside on a host that may be located remotely from the
monitoring sensors, probably even in a different administrative domain. The com-
munication protocol between the monitoring sensors and the remote applications
is one of the main factors that affect the performance of a distributed monitoring
application. Our design target was to have communication with minimal overhead,
which scales well over a large number of monitoring sensors.

The DiMAPI stub encapsulates the communication with the remote monitoring
sensors. In DiMAPI, all communication between the stub and the monitoring sen-
sors is performed trough TCP sockets. DiMAPI stub library calls exchange control
messages withcommdthat describe the operation to be executed. Each message
contains all the necessary information for the execution of a function instance. Af-
ter sending a request, the stub waits for the corresponding acknowledgement from
the sensor, indicating the successful completion of the requested action, or a spe-
cific error in case of failure.

The format of the messages exchanged between the DiMAPI stub andcommd
is shown in Figure 4.3. Message have variable length, denoted by the fieldTotal
Length . The Commandfield contains the operation type, sent by the stub to
commd, or the acknowledgment value for a request thatcommdhas processed. It
takes values from an enumeration of all message types that can be exchanged be-
tween the stub andcommd. For example, for a call tomapi create flow() ,
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the stub will send a message with aCommandvalue ofCREATEFLOW, for a call to
mapi apply function() Command will have the valueAPPLYFUNCTION,
and so on. The fieldfd is the descriptor of the network flow being manipu-
lated,fid is the descriptor of the applied function instance being manipulated, and
Timestamp is a timestamp of the specific moment that the result included in the
communication message was produced. Finally, the fieldData is the only field of
variable size, serving several purposes depending on the contents of theCommand
field. More specifically, when the message is a reply (acknowledgement) from
commdto a call ofmapi read results() , it contains the results of an applied
function. If theCommandfield contains a request, sent from the DiMAPI stub,
e.g., to apply some function to a network flow, it may contain the arguments of the
relevant DiMAPIfunction. For example, in a call tomapi apply funtion() ,
it contains the name of the function to be applied along with its arguments.

This implementation is similar to the existing IPC mechanism between local
applications andmapid . Indeed, whether the MAPI daemon is running locally or
remotely is of no concern to the application. The details of the underlying com-
munication mechanism are hidden from the end-user, making Remote MAPI com-
pletely transparent to the application.

4.3 DiMAPI Stub

4.3.1 Creating Network Flows using Multiple Remote Sensors

To support the scope functionality, the stub has to be extended for handling com-
munication with many remote sensors concurrently. Consider for example the fol-
lowing call, which creates a network flow at three different remote sensors:

fd = mapi_create_flow("sensor.uninett.no:/dev/dag0,"
"monitor.cesnet.cz:/dev/scampi/0,"
"mon1.ics.forth.gr:eth0");

In order to implement this call, the DiMAPI stub has to communicate with the
agents running at each of the three remote sensors. This is achieved by sending
three control messages, one to eachcommd, through three different TCP sockets.
Thus, the following calls will be made by the three agents:

Uninett: fd_uninett = mapi_create_flow("/dev/dag0");
Cesnet: fd_cesnet = mapi_create_flow("/dev/scampi/0");

FORTH: fd_forth = mapi_create_flow("eth0");

In the above example, the creation of onedistributednetwork flow from the user
application resulted in the creation of threelocal network flows, one at each of
the three remote sensors. Assuming that the three flows were created success-
fully, eachcommdwill send back to the DiMAPI stub an acknowledgment message
containing the flow descriptor of the flow that it created remotely (fd uninett ,
fd cesnet , andfd forth , respectively). However, in the client side, the call
to mapi create flow has to return back to the user a single unique identi-
fier for the newly created distributed network flow (fd in the above example).
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The DiMAPI stub is responsible for generating such a unique flow identifier, and
internally storing the remote flow descriptors that it corresponds with. In the
above example, the stub will store the mapping betweenfd and [fd uninett ,
fd cesnet , fd forth ]. For subsequent calls that manipulatefd , such as the
following:

int fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "PKT_COUNTER");

the DiMAPI stub will send to the agents of the three sensors the following corre-
sponding messages:

Uninett: [APPLY_FUNCTION, PKT_COUNTER, fd_uninett]
Cesnet: [APPLY_FUNCTION, PKT_COUNTER, fd_cesnet]

FORTH: [APPLY_FUNCTION, PKT_COUNTER, fd_forth]

Since the stub knows each of the remote flow descriptors that constitutefd , it
can send targeted control messages with the appropriate flow descriptor for each
commd. Note that the DiMAPI stub stores a similar mapping for the function
identifierfid , and acts in a similar fashion whenever it is manipulated.

4.3.2 Support for Multi-threaded Applications

The mechanism of sending and receiving control messages has also been recon-
sidered in DiMAPI. Since the two endpoints are located on different hosts across
the Internet, the time interval between the dispatch of a control message and the
receipt of the corresponding reply is not constant, and may be several milliseconds
long. This makes the exchange of control messages challenging for multi-threaded
user applications, which may call several DiMAPI functions at the same time.

Consider for example a user application consisting of two threads, each of
which at a given point of time reads the result of aPKT COUNTERfunction applied
at a different network flow. Both flows have been created on the same remote
monitoring sensor, and each flow is private to each thread. The stub will send
to the commdof the remote sensor two control messages, one for each thread,
requesting the value of the counter. However, there is no guarantee that the replies
from thecommdwill arrive in the same order that the corresponding requests were
made, due to the arbitrary delays and routes of the network packets that carry the
reply messages. Thus, a reply may be delivered to the wrong call that did not
make the corresponding request. This introduces the need for demultiplexing of
the incoming messages at the DiMAPI stub.

The receipt of incoming messages in DiMAPI is implemented using a separate
“communication thread.” This thread is responsible for receiving the replies of
pending MAPI calls from remote sensors, and delivering them to the appropriate
function. One such thread is created for each remote sensor used by the applica-
tion (i.e., for each TCP socket created by the stub). Figure 4.4 illustrates a multi-
threaded application that has created several network flows at two remote monitor-
ing sensors. Specifically, threadT1 has created the flowsfd u1 andfd u2 at the
sensor with namesensor.uninett.no , threadT2 has created the flowfd u3
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FIGURE 4.4: The role of the communication thread in a multi-threaded applica-
tion. Each communication thread is responsible for the communication with one
remote sensor.

at sensor.uninett.no and fd f1 and fd f2 at mon1.ics.forth.gr ,
and threadT3 has created the flowsfd u4 andfd f3 , both at different sensors.
Messages related to the flowsfd f1 , fd f2 , fd f3 , andfd f4 are handled by
the communication threadC1, which delivers them to the appropriate thread (T1,
T2, or T3). Correspondingly, messages for flowsfd u1 , fd u2 , andfd u3 are
handled by the communication threadC2, which delivers them toT2 or T3, de-
pending on the flow.

The pseudo-code of Figure 4.5 outlines the implementation of the generic
IPC code for DiMAPI calls and the communication thread. A DiMAPI call—
mapi apply function in our example—prepares and sends the control mes-
sage, and then blocks by pushing down a semaphore variable, as a result of calling
sem wait . The communication thread waits infinitely in a loop for incoming
replies from thecommd. When such a reply message arrives, the communication
thread looks up the flow for which it is destined, copies the result in a flow-specific
buffer, and “wakes up” the blocked MAPI call by callingsem up . When the
execution of the blocked call resumes, it retrieves the result from the buffer and
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int mapi_apply_function(int fd, char * funct, ...) {

flow_t * flow = list_get(flowlist, fd);

/ * prepare control message * /
/ * ... * /

send(host, msg);
sem_wait(flow->sem);

/ * read reply * /
/ * ... * /

}

void comm_thread(void * host) {

while(1) {

recv(reply);
flow = list_get(pendinglist, reply.fd);
copy_result(fd->res, reply);
sem_up(flow->sem);

}
}

FIGURE 4.5: Pseudo-code for DiMAPI IPC.

processes it accordingly. This implementation guarantees that the incoming mes-
sages are always delivered to the call that sent the relevant request.

4.3.3 Fetching Captured Packets

When using MAPI, as presented in Section 2.1.3 a user can retrieve a captured
packet by calling

mapi_get_next_pkt(int fd, int fid)

wherefd is the flow descriptor andfid is the descriptor of the “TOBUFFER”
function applied on the flow. In DiMAPI, however, when requesting packets from
multiple sensors, retrieving packets and delivering them to the application needs
careful treatment. To ensure fairness among packets from different sensors, an
internal mechanism for handling incoming packets is used as follows. Upon the
first mapi get next pkt() call, the request is forwarded to all the sensors of
the scope. Each sensor is mapped to a slot in an internal buffer that stores incoming
packets. Packets from the first sensor go to the first slot, packets from the second
sensor go to the second slot, and so on. The first packet that arrives is delivered
to the application, and the corresponding slot is emptied In case of consequent
mapi get next pkt() requests, all slots are checked in a round-robin way.
The round-robin check begins from the slot that was emptied in the previous call in
order to avoid slot starvation. The next packet request is sent to the sensor whose
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slot was emptied in the previous call, which ensures that all slots will be always
full, or at least have one pending request.

4.4 Security and Privacy Issues

A large-scale network monitoring infrastructure consisting of many sensors across
the Internet is exposed to several threats that may disrupt its operation. Monitor-
ing sensors may become targets of coordinated Denial of Service (DoS) attacks,
aiming to prevent legitimate users from receiving a service with acceptable perfor-
mance, or sophisticated intrusion attempts, aiming to compromise the monitoring
hosts. Being exposed to the public Internet, monitoring sensors should have a rigor-
ous security configuration in order to preserve the confidentiality of the monitored
network, and resist to attacks that aim to compromise it.

To counter such threats, each sensor is equipped with a firewall, configured
using a conservative policy that selectively allows inbound traffic only from the
predefined IP addresses of legitimate users. Inbound traffic from any other source
is dropped. Since our system is based on the Linux OS, such a policy can be easily
implemented usingiptables [54].

The administrator of each monitoring sensor is responsible for issuing creden-
tials to users who want to access the monitoring sensor with DiMAPI. The creden-
tials specify the usage policy applicable to that user. Whenever a user’s monitoring
application connects to some monitoring sensor and requests the creation of a net-
work flow, it passes the user’s credentials. The monitoring sensor performsaccess
control based on the user’s request and credentials. In this way, administrator del-
egates authority to use that sensor, using public key authentication. Access control
in our system is based on the KeyNote [6] trust-management system, which allows
direct authorization of security-critical actions.

Since all communication between user applications and the remote sensors will
be made through public networks across the Internet, special measures must be
taken in order to ensure theconfidentialityof the transferred data. Data transfers
through TCP are unprotected against eavesdropping from third-parties that have
access to the transmitted packets, since they can reconstruct the TCP stream and
recover the transferred data. This would allow an adversary to record DiMAPI’s
control messages, forge them, and replay them in order to access a monitoring
sensor and impersonate a legitimate user. For protection against such threats, any
communication between the DiMAPI stub and a remote sensor is encrypted us-
ing the Secure Sockets Layer protocol (SSL). For intra-organization applications,
where an adversary cannot have access to the internal traffic, encrypted commu-
nication may not be necessary, depending on the policy of the organization, and
could be replaced by plain TCP, for increased performance.

In a distributed monitoring infrastructure that promotes sharing of captured net-
work packets and traffic statistics between different parties, exchanged data should
be anonymizedbefore made publicly available for security, privacy, and business
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competition concerns that may arise due to the lack of trust between the collaborat-
ing parties. The DiMAPI architecture supports an advanced framework for creating
and enforcing anonymization policies [59]. Since different users and applications
may require different levels of anonymization, the anonymization framework of-
fers increased flexibility by supporting the specification of user and flow specific
policies. The anonymization framework, as well as the access control system, is
out of the scope of this work.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Evaluation

5.1 MAPI Performance Evaluation

In this Section we experimentally evaluate the performance of our MAPI imple-
mentation and compare it to alternative approaches such as the commonly-used
libpcap library.

5.1.1 Environment

The experimental environment is shown in Figure 5.1. It consists of three PCs con-
nected to a Gigabit Ethernet switch (an SMC 8506T). The “Source” PC (equipped
with a 1.1 GHz Pentium III processor) generates and transmits traffic to the “Desti-
nation” PC (equipped with a 2.5 GHz Pentium IV). Traffic consisting of 1460-byte
UDP packets is generated at constant rate usingiperf [64]. The traffic is mir-
rored by the switch and sent to the “Monitor” PC, which performs the network
monitoring. The monitor PC is a dual 1.8 GHz AMD Athlon MP 2200+, with 512
MB of main memory, a DAG 4.2 GE network traffic monitoring card, and a Gigabit
Ethernet Intel Pro 1000 MT network interface. The host operating system of the
monitor PC is Debian Linux 3.0, kernel version 2.4.20.

The prototype MAPI implementation runs on top of two different network
monitoring platforms: an Intel Pro 1000 MT (Gigabit Ethernet) desktop adapter,
and a DAG 4.2 GE monitoring card for Gigabit Ethernet. The two platforms rep-
resent two widely different points in the hardware spectrum of available traffic
capture adapters. Indeed, the Intel Pro 1000 MT is a commodity adapter, which,
if put in promiscuous mode, can capture all packets that go through it and can for-
ward them to the operating system of the host computer. Thus, the packet capturing
process using the Intel Pro 1000 MT is mostly based in operating system software
and therefore adds noticeable overhead to the overall monitoring task.

On the other hand, the DAG 4.2 GE monitoring card has dedicated hardware
which enables passive full packet capture at the speed of 1 Gbit/s. Contrary to
the Intel Pro 1000 MT commodity adapter, the DAG card, is capable of retrieving
and mapping to user space network packets through a zero-copy interface, which

35
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FIGURE 5.1: Experimental environment to test the performance of the MAPI im-
plementation over the NIC and the DAG card.

NIC DAG

libpcap MAPI libpcap MAPI

Cycles per Packet 11897 13082 453 235

Instructions per Packet 212 239 54 28

TABLE 5.1: Packet fetching performance for MAPI andpcap .

avoids costly interrupt and protocol processing. It can also stamp each packet with
a high precision time stamp. A large static circular buffer memory-mapped to
user-space is used to hold arriving packets, avoiding wasted time for costly packet
copies. User applications can directly access this buffer without the invocation of
the operating system kernel.

Therefore, the two packet capture adapters represent two different design de-
cisions in the search for balance between cost and speed: The Intel Pro 1000 MT
is a low-cost adapter which adds noticeable overhead due to software intervention,
while the DAG 4.2 GE card is significantly faster, but noticeably more expensive
as well. We expect that these two different hardware platforms will stress differ-
ent aspects of the MAPI design, will strain the MAPI implementation, and will
hopefully demonstrate the portability of our MAPI approach.

5.1.2 Baseline Packet Processing Cost

In our first experiment we set out to find the basic operating cost per received
packet. This is the cost to receive the packet to the place where it will be further
processed. Such processing may probably include sampling, hashing, update of
counters, application of functions, etc. MAPI performs all these functions within
the MAPI daemon, whilelibpcap delegates these functions to user applications.
Thus, the basic operating cost per received packet for MAPI is the cost to receive
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FIGURE 5.2: Maximum number of flows when gathering packet and byte statistics
for each flow.

each packet in the MAPI daemon’s address space, while forlibpcap it is the cost
to receive the packet to the user application’s address space.

We generated a 10 Mbit/s traffic stream consisting of 1460-bytes long packets
and measured the number of cycles the processor spends in order to receive each
packet. The number of cycles was measured using the PAPI Performance Appli-
cation Programming Interface [36]. Table 5.1 presents our results for MAPI and
libpcap on top of the commodity network interface (NIC) and on top of the
DAG card. We see thatlibpcap consumes 11897 cycles per packet, while MAPI
consumes slightly more at 13082 cycles per packet. This is as expected, since the
implementation of MAPI on top of the NIC is built on top oflibpcap . The two
left columns of table 5.1 reflect the cost oflibpcap and MAPI on top of the DAG
card. We see that the DAG card allows for a more efficient implementation than the
NIC, avoiding packet copying between kernel and user space, as well as operating
system calls, because the DAG card delivers packets directly in user space via a
memory mapped buffer. Therefore,libpcap spends 453 cycles per packet, while
MAPI spends 235 cycles per packet, more than an order of magnitude improve-
ment compared to the implementations on top of the NIC. Overall, we see that
MAPI is 10% more expensive thanlibpcap on top of the commodity interface,
while it is 1.9 times faster thanlibpcap on top of the DAG card.

5.1.3 Performance vs. Number of Flows

In our next experiment we set out to explore what is the performance of MAPI as a
function of the number of active network flows. To do so, we wrote a simple mon-
itoring benchmark that creates a varying number of flows. Flowi consists of all
packets destined to porti . We generated traffic that was not destined to any of these
ports and measured the maximum number of flows that the monitoring application
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may sustain before it saturates the processor and starts dropping packets. Figure 5.2
shows the maximum number of flows that can be sustained for a given input traffic.
The solid line shows the performance of MAPI on top of the DAG card. We see
that when the network traffic is low, MAPI can sustain up to 600 different network
flows. As expected the maximum number of loss-free flows decreases with the
amount of monitored traffic. Thus, when the network traffic reaches 700 Mbit/s,
the maximum number of loss-free flows is close to 100. Figure 5.2 also plots
the performance of MAPI on top of the commodity Ethernet adaptor (MAPI-over-
NIC), which is somewhat lower than the performance of MAPI-over-DAG. This
is because the MAPI-over-NIC induces higher processor overhead as compared
to MAPI-over-DAG. Indeed, for each network packet received, MAPI-over-NIC
needs to suffer the overhead of at least on interrupt, while MAPI-over-DAG is able
to deliver network packets in user space without any processor intervention.

Figure 5.2 also compares MAPI with alibpcap -based implementation of
the same monitoring application. That is, we re-wrote the same application using
only calls of thelibpcap library and measured its performance. We see that the
performance of MAPI is better than that oflibpcap , especially for low traffic,
when we create a large number of flows. This performance improvement of MAPI
compared tolibpcap is due to the different ways MAPI andlibpcap handle
asynchrony. In MAPI, each network flow registers its interest in network packets
and blocks waiting for suitable packets to arrive. Thus, the MAPI-based application
will block waiting for packets that match a network flow to arrive. Since no packets
will match any of the flows, the application will remain blocked without wasting
any processor cycles. On the contrary, the relevant calls oflibpcap for asynchro-
nously receiving of packets (i.e.pcap open live() andpcap dispatch() )
are based on polling which introduces an additional source of overhead. If for ex-
ample, we want to create 500 network flows inlibpcap , we will need to create
500 differentpcap open live() entities which will periodically poll for pack-
ets, effectively wasting the processor’s cycles.

5.1.4 Supporting multiple sampling applications

In this experiment we set out to explore the performance of MAPI implementation
when required to support several different monitoring applications. We compare
the performance of MAPI over the DAG card (MAPI-over-DAG), with MAPI over
the commodity 1 Gbit/s interface (MAPI-over-NIC), andlibpcap over the same
interface (PCAP-over-NIC).1

In this experiment we created a number of monitoring applications, where each
application was sampling one out of every 20,000 packets of the monitored traffic.
We generated traffic at constant rate, at 100 Mbit/s and at 500 Mbit/s and plot-
ted the results in Figure 5.3. The metric of interest here is CPU idle time as a

1Note that we do not present performance results for the performance oflibpcap over the DAG
card, since the current implementation oflibpcap over the DAG card does not support more than
one monitoring application.
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FIGURE 5.3: Performance of multiple packet sampling applications.

function of the number of monitoring applications. Figure 5.3 shows that as the
number of monitoring applications increases, the performance oflibpcap dete-
riorates rapidly. When the monitored traffic is at 100 Mbit/s,libpcap saturates
the processor at about 25 applications, while when the monitored traffic is at 500
Mbit/s, libpcap saturates the processor at around 10 applications. Indeed, Figure
5.4 shows the percentage of packets that were lost bylibpcap as a function of the
number of monitoring applications. We see that thelibpcap -based monitoring
system starts dropping packets for as low as five monitoring applications. When
the traffic is high 500 Mbit/s, the percentage of lost packets increases sharply at
around 6 applications, reaching 50% in the area around 10-15 applications. When
the traffic is low (i.e. 100 Mbit/s), this sharp increase is encountered when the
number of applications exceeds 20-25.

In contrast, Figure 5.3 suggests that the performance of MAPI is practically
independent of the number of applications. This is because MAPI requires fewer
packet copy operations compared tolibpcap . Applications written on top of
libpcap can not instruct the system to perform sampling. Thus, all packets have
to be copied to all applications’ address spaces, only to be discarded (e.g., 19,999
out of 20,000 packets in the particular experiment). In contrast, applications writ-
ten on top of MAPI are able to express that they are not interested in receiving most
of the packets: they are only interested in receiving the sampled packets. There-
fore, a MAPI-based monitoring system performs substantially better compared to
a libpcap -based system.

It is also interesting to compare the performance of MAPI when running on top
of DAG and when running on top of the commodity network interface (NIC). Fig-
ure 5.3 shows that the performance of MAPI applications on top of DAG (MAPI-
over-DAG) is better than the performance of the same applications on top of the
commodity NIC (MAPI-over-NIC). This is because the commodity NIC suffers
at lease one interrupt for each incoming packet, while DAG cards write arriving
packets in buffers mapped directly in user space.
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5.1.5 Content matching

In our next experiment we set out to explore how the performance of MAPI changes
with an increasing number of non-trivial monitoring applications. To do so, we cre-
ated a number of monitoring applications. Each application is interested in receiv-
ing all packets whose payload contains a given string. Each application searches
for a different 8-characters long string, which is never found on any payload. Mon-
itoring applications on top of MAPI register their monitoring needs by applying
functionSUBSTRINGSEARCHto all packets of a network flow. On the contrary,
since thelibpcap library does not provide such an ability, monitoring applica-
tions written on top oflibpcap receive all packets in their address space and
search for the substring using the Boyer-Moore algorithm [8].

Figure 5.5 shows the performance of different network monitoring systems for
an input traffic of 100 Mbit/s and 500 Mbit/s respectively. We see that in all cases,
performance decreases with the number of string-searching monitoring applica-
tions. However, the performance oflibpcap decreases much more rapidly than
the performance of MAPI. This is probably due to the fact thatlibpcap copies
all network packets to the address spaces of all applications andthensearches the
packets to see if they contain the substring. On the contrary, MAPI first searches all
substrings in all network packets, and then copies to the address spaces of the ap-
plications only the packets that contain the given substring, which in our example
are none.

5.2 DiMAPI Network-Level Performance

In this section we experimentally evaluate several performance aspects of DiMAPI.
Our analysis consists of network overhead and response latency measurements,
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FIGURE 5.5: Performance of multiple string searching applications.

and how these metrics scale as the number of the participating monitoring sensors
increases.

5.2.1 Experimental Environment

For the experimental evaluation of DiMAPI we used two different monitoring sen-
sor deployments. The first system consists of 15 monitoring sensors distributed
across our (FORTH) network. All nodes are interconnected through 100 Mbps
Ethernet, for the sensor control interface. Each sensor is equipped with a second
Ethernet interface for the actual passive network monitoring. The monitored traf-
fic is generated usingiperf [64] andtcpreplay [65]. The second monitoring
sensor deployment consists of four monitoring sensors located at four different
ASes across the Internet. One is located at FORTH, one at the University of Crete
(UoC), one at the Venizelio Hospital at Heraklion (VH), and one at the University
of Pennsylvania (UP). In this deployment, each sensor monitors live traffic pass-
ing through the monitored links of the corresponding organization. The operating
system of the sensors is Linux (various distributions).

5.2.2 Network Overhead

As discussed in Chapter 4, whenever a monitoring application that utilizes remote
sensors calls a DiMAPI library function, this results to a message exchange be-
tween the DiMAPI stub and thecommdrunning on each sensor. This procedure
poses questions about the overhead and the scalability of this approach. In this set
of experiments, we set out to quantify the network overhead that DiMAPI incurs
when used for building distributed monitoring applications.

For the experiments of this section, we implemented a simple test monitoring
application that creates a network flow, configures it by applying several functions,
and then periodically reports some result according to the applied functions. This
application operates in a similar fashion to the examples presented in Section 3.2.
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FIGURE 5.6: Total network traffic exchanged during the initialization phase, i.e.,
creation, configuration, and instantiation of a network flow, when applying 1 and 8
functions.

The measurements were performed in the 15-sensor FORTH network, while the
test application was running on a separate host. Our goal is to measure the network
overhead generated by DiMAPI, when using different monitoring granularity. The
generated network traffic was measured using a second local DiMAPI application
running on the same host with the test application. This local application reports
the amount of DiMAPI control traffic by creating a network flow that captures
all packets to and from the DiMAPI control port. Since it is a local monitoring
application, it incurs no network traffic. We validated our results by capturing the
control traffic usingtcpdump .

In the first experiment, we measured the network overhead incurred during the
initialization of a network flow, as a function of the number of remote monitoring
sensors constituting the scope of the flow. The initialization overhead includes the
traffic generated from both the DiMAPI stub andcommdduring the creation, con-
figuration, and instantiation of a network flow. For example, in the example of Sec-
tion 3.2, the initialization phase includes lines 1–14, and comprises five DiMAPI
function calls.

Figure 5.6 shows the amount of traffic generated during the initialization phase
for two variations of the test application. In the first variation, corresponding to the
dashed line, the network flow is configured by applying only one function, which
results to a total of three DiMAPI library function calls for the initialization phase.
In the second variation, the network flow is configured by applying 8 functions,
a rather extreme case, resulting to a total of 11 DiMAPI library function calls.
The incurred traffic grows linearly with the number of monitoring sensors, and,
for 15 sensors, reaches about 15 KBytes for the first variation and 45 KBytes for
the second. In both cases, the network overhead remains low, and can be easily
amortized during the lifetime of the application.

In the next experiment we measured the rate of the network traffic generated
during the lifetime of the application due to the periodic results retrieval. After the
initialization phase, the test application constantly reads the new value of the result
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FIGURE 5.8: Network overhead in-
curred with a DiMAPI monitoring ap-
plication that uses functionHASHSAMP,
with polling periods 0.1, 1, and 10 sec-
onds.

by periodically callingmapi read results() at a predefined time interval.
The measured traffic includes both the control messages of DiMAPI and the data
transferred, across all monitoring sensors. We modified the test application to read
the number of bytes of a network flow in three different periodic intervals, and
plotted the mean rate of the generated traffic for one hour in Figure 5.7.

In the case that the application reads the result every 0.1 sec intervals, which is
orders of magnitude lower than the minimum polling cycle allowed by most imple-
mentations of the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), the generated
traffic reaches 295 Kbit/s, when using a network flow with a scope of 15 sensors.
However, for periodic intervals of one second or more, the generated traffic is neg-
ligible.

The result of theBYTE COUNTERfunction is an unsigned 8-byte integer. In
order to see the effects of larger result structures, we repeated the experiment by
reading the results of theHASHSAMPfunction. HASHSAMPis used to perform
hash-based sampling on the packets of a network flow, and its results format is a
36-byte structure. The traffic rate when reading the results ofHASHSAMPis shown
in Figure 5.8. We see that there is only a slight increase in the traffic rate due to the
larger size of the produced results.

In all of our experiments the CPU utilization at the end-host was negligible,
constantly lower than 1%.

5.2.3 Response Latency

In this set of experiments we set out to explore the delay between the call of a
DiMAPI function and the return from the function. Since the call of a DiMAPI
function results to a message exchange with each of the remote sensors within the
flow’s scope, the return from the function is highly dependent on the round trip
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itoring sensors, and the network round-trip time.

time (RTT) of the network path between the host on which the application runs
and the remote monitoring sensors. Ideally, the latency introduced by DiMAPI
should be negligible, and thus the overall latency should be close to the maximum
RTT to the sensors within the flow’s scope.

We measured the time it takes formapi read results() to retrieve a re-
sult using the same test application we used for the experiments of Section 5.2.2
in the FORTH network. The time was measured by generating two timestamps us-
ing thegettimeofday() function from within the monitoring application, right
before and after the call tomapi read results() . In this way, the measured
time includes both the processing time of the DiMAPI stub and that of the remote
sensor, as well as the network latency.

Figure 5.9 shows the completion time of themapi read results() call
as a function of the number of monitoring sensors constituting the network flow
scope. As the number of sensors increases, there is a slight increase in the delay
for retrieving the result. Since all the sensors are located within the FORTH LAN,
the network latency for each monitoring sensor is almost constant and remains very
low. Thus, the delay for retrieving the result from 15 sensors also remains very low,
below 1 ms.

In order to explore how the network latency affects the delay of DiMAPI calls
under more realistic conditions, we repeated the experiment using the second sen-
sor deployment. As described in Section 5.2.1, this network comprises monitoring
hosts located in four different ASes across the Internet, thus the RTT between the
end host where the application runs and each of the monitoring sensors varies con-
siderably.
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Network flow mapi read results() Network
scope delay (ms) RTT (ms)

VH 170.58 160.69

UoC 3.26 3.24

FORTH 0.68 0.67

UP 283.65 279.22

VH, UoC, FORTH, UP 285.496 -

TABLE 5.2: Comparison between the completion time of a DiMAPI call and the
network round trip time.

We report our findings in Table 5.2. The third column shows the actual RTTs
for each sensor, as measured from the end host usingping . We measured the delay
of mapi read results() for reading a result from each monitoring sensor.
The results of Table 5.2 suggest that for each sensor, the delay is slightly higher,
but comparable, to the corresponding RTT. Furthermore, when using a network
flow with a scope that includes all the monitoring sensors, the delay is roughly
equal to the delay of the slowest sensor.
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Chapter 6

Applications

The network flow abstraction of MAPI allows users to rapidly develop simple mon-
itoring applications within a few lines of code. Its expressive power can also be
used for building advanced applications that need to perform complex monitoring
tasks. In the following sections we present two relatively simple monitoring ap-
plications, which demonstrate the ease of use of MAPI and DiMAPI, as well as a
more complex distributed intrusion detection application.

6.1 Usage Examples

The following sections present two example programs that demonstrate the ease of
programming with MAPI for building applications that perform complex monitor-
ing operations. Both applications may operate using either one or many monitoring
sensors, depending on the scope of the relevant network flows.

6.1.1 Link Utilization

The following listing presents an application that periodically reports the utilization
of a network link. It uses two network flows to separate the incoming from the
outgoing traffic.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <unistd.h>
4 #include <signal.h>
5 #include "mapi.h"
6

7 static void terminate();
8 int in_fd, out_fd;
9

10 int main() {
11

12 int in_fid, out_fid;
13 unsigned long long * in_cnt, * out_cnt;
14 unsigned long long in_prev=0, out_prev=0;
15

47
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16 signal(SIGINT, terminate);
17 signal(SIGQUIT, terminate);
18 signal(SIGTERM, terminate);
19

20 / * create two flows, one for each traffic direction * /
21 in_fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
22 out_fd = mapi_create_flow("eth0");
23 if ((in_fd < 0) || (out_fd < 0)) {
24 printf("Could not create flow\n");
25 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
26 }
27

28 / * separate incoming from outgoing packets * /
29 mapi_apply_function(in_fd, "BPF_FILTER",
30 "dst host 139.91.145.84");
31 mapi_apply_function(out_fd, "BPF_FILTER",
32 "src host 139.91.145.84");
33

34 / * count the bytes of each flow * /
35 in_fid = mapi_apply_function(in_fd, "BYTE_COUNTER");
36 out_fid = mapi_apply_function(out_fd, "BYTE_COUNTER");
37

38 / * connect to the flows * /
39 if(mapi_connect(in_fd) < 0) {
40 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", in_fd);
41 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
42 }
43 if(mapi_connect(out_fd) < 0) {
44 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", out_fd);
45 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
46 }
47

48 while(1) { / * forever, report the load * /
49

50 sleep(1);
51

52 in_cnt = (unsigned long long * )mapi_read_results(in_fd, in_fid);
53 out_cnt = (unsigned long long * )mapi_read_results(out_fd, out_fid);
54

55 printf("incoming: %.2f Mbit/s (%llu bytes)\n",
56 ( * in_cnt-in_prev) * 8/1000000.0, ( * in_cnt-in_prev));
57 printf("outgoing: %.2f Mbit/s (%llu bytes)\n\n",
58 ( * out_cnt-out_prev) * 8/1000000.0, ( * out_cnt-out_prev));
59

60 in_prev = * in_cnt;
61 out_prev = * out_cnt;
62 }
63 return 0;
64 }
65

66 void terminate() {
67 mapi_close_flow(in_fd);
68 mapi_close_flow(out_fd);
69 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
70 }

We begin by creating two network flows with flow descriptorsin fd and
out fd (lines 21 and 22) for the incoming and outgoing traffic, respectively,
and we then apply the filters that will differentiate the traffic captured by each
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flow (lines 29 and 31). In our case, we monitor the link that connects the host
139.91.145.84 to the Internet. All incoming packets will then have 139.91.145.84
as destination address, while all outgoing packets will have this IP as source ad-
dress. In case that we would monitor a link that connects a whole subnet to the
Internet, the host in the filtering conditions should be replaced by that subnet. For
instance, for the subnet 139.91/16, the filter for the incoming traffic would bedst
net 139.91.0.0 . Since we are interested in counting the amount of traffic
passing through the monitored link, we apply theBYTE COUNTERfunction to
both flows (lines 35 and 36), and save the relevant function descriptors inin fid
andout fid for future reference.

Finally, the flow of control enters the main program loop, which periodically
prints the incoming and outgoing traffic in Mbit/s, and the number of bytes seen
in each one second interval (lines 56–59). In each iteration, the current value of
eachBYTE COUNTERfunction result is retrieved by dereferencingin cnt and
out cnt .

For ensuring a graceful termination of the program, we have initially registered
the signalsSIGINT , SIGTERM, andSIGQUIT with the functionterminate()
(lines 16–18), which closes the two flows and terminates the process.

6.1.2 Covert Peer-to-Peer Traffic Identification

This example demonstrates how DiMAPI can be used for the identification of
covert traffic from Gnutella file sharing clients—a rather complicated task that
requires deep packet inspection. Several Gnutella clients offer the capability to
operate using HTTP traffic through port 80, thus masquerading as normal web
traffic, in order to bypass strict firewall configurations that aim to block P2P traffic.
The following code illustrates how DiMAPI can be used for writing a simple mon-
itoring application that identifies file sharing clients joining the Gnutella network
using covert web traffic.

1 #include <stdio.h>
2 #include <stdlib.h>
3 #include <unistd.h>
4 #include <signal.h>
5 #include "mapi.h"
6

7 static void terminate();
8 void print_IP_pkt(struct mapipkt * pkt);
9

10 int fd;
11

12 int main() {
13

14 int fid;
15 struct mapipkt * pkt;
16

17 signal(SIGINT, terminate);
18 signal(SIGQUIT, terminate);
19 signal(SIGTERM, terminate);
20
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21 / * create a flow using the eth0 interface * /
22 fd = mapi_create_flow("sensor.uninett.no:/dev/dag0,"
23 "mon1.ics.forth.gr:eth0");
24 if (fd < 0) {
25 printf("Could not create flow\n");
26 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
27 }
28

29 / * keep only web packets * /
30 mapi_apply_function(fd, "BPF_FILTER", "tcp and port 80");
31

32 / * indicating Gnutella traffic * /
33 mapi_apply_function(fd, "STR_SEARCH", "GNUTELLA CONNECT");
34

35 / * must use TO_BUFFER in order to read full packet records * /
36 fid = mapi_apply_function(fd, "TO_BUFFER");
37

38 / * connect to the flow * /
39 if(mapi_connect(fd) < 0) {
40 printf("Could not connect to flow %d\n", fd);
41 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
42 }
43

44 while(1) { / * forever, wait for matching packets * /
45

46 pkt = mapi_get_next_pkt(fd, fid);
47 printf("\nGnutella packet!\n");
48 print_IP_pkt(pkt);
49 }
50

51 return 0;
52 }
53

54 void terminate() {
55 mapi_close_flow(fd);
56 exit(EXIT_SUCCESS);
57 }

In the same fashion as with the previous example, the program starts by creat-
ing a network flow for capturing the Gnutella packets. However, in this example,
the scope of the flow denotes that it will receive packets from two remote mon-
itoring sensors (line 22). We then configure the network flow to match Gnutella
control packets. We first apply the functionBPF FILTER to keep only the pack-
ets seemingly destined to, or coming from, a web server (line 30). Once a file
sharing client that wants to connect to the Gnutella network obtains the address of
another servant on the network, it sends a connection request containing the string
“GNUTELLA CONNECT.” Thus, we use the functionSTR SEARCHto further re-
strict the packets of the flow to those containing this characteristic string (line 33).

We are interested in printing detailed information about each captured packet,
so we need to receive the full records of the matching packets to the address space
of the application. This is accomplished by applying the functionTO BUFFER
(line 36), which instructsmapid to store the captured packets that match the
conditions of the flow. The application can then retrieve the stored records using
mapi get next pkt() .
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Finally, we activate the flow (line 39). At this point, each monitoring sensor has
started inspecting the monitored traffic for covert Gnutella traffic. In the main exe-
cution loop, the application blocks intomapi get next pkt() (line 46) until a
matching packet is available. When such a packet is captured, the application prints
its source and destination MAC and IP addresses by callingprint IP pkt() .
Since the application has access to the full packet record,print IP pkt() can
be altered as needed to print any other part of the packet, even the entire packet
payload.

6.2 Distributed Intrusion Detection

In this section we describe our experience with building a distributed Network In-
trusion Detection System (NIDS) using DiMAPI. NIDSes are an important part
of any modern network security management architecture, providing an additional
layer of protection against cyber-attacks. A NIDS monitors the network traffic,
trying to detect attacks or suspicious activity by matching packet data against
well-defined patterns. Such patterns, also known assignatures, identify attacks
by matching fields in the header and the payload of packets. For example, a packet
directed to port80 containing the string/bin/perl.exe in its payload is prob-
ably an indication of a malicious user attacking a web server. This attack can be
detected by a signature which checks the destination port number, and defines a
string search for/bin/perl.exe in the packet payload.

6.2.1 Benefits of Distributed Intrusion Detection

As a response to the growing number of cyberattacks, system administrators are
increasingly deploying intrusion detection sensors at diverse locations across their
administrative domains, seeking a more complete coverage against potential threats.
As described earlier, intrusion detection systems are based on a predefined set of
signatures, with each signature crafted to match a specific pattern of a known, ma-
licious event. Upon the detection of suspicious activity, the IDS issues an alert to
warn the system operator about the emerging threat. Since the signature that was
triggered is known and the malicious packet(s) that triggered this particular signa-
ture have been logged, the operator has accurate information regarding the source
and the type of the attack. The composition and selection of the signatures, which
constitute the heart of an IDS, is a difficult task which must be accomplished care-
fully. Complex signatures can precisely describe advanced attacks, but can easily
miss even their slight variations. Simplistic signatures tend to trigger too often and
result to declare benign traffic as malicious. Besides the inherent inability of NID-
Ses to detect novel attacks, the major drawbacks of current NIDSes are the high
rate and verbosity of the alerts, and the increased number of false positives, i.e.
events that look like attacks, but in reality are completely legitimate traffic.
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The increasing use of intrusion detection systems results to vast amounts of
logs and alerts that are difficult, if not impossible, to manage. Indeed, it is hard
to separate the false alarms from the real attacks among the hundreds of reported
alerts, and to bring out the truly critical threats. In addition, it seems very difficult
to identify sophisticated new types of attacks which involve many different hosts,
such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDos) attacks, polymorphic worms, and
distributed port scans. A security system based only on the sensors deployed at the
network of a single autonomous system, has still a restricted point of view, which
limits its ability to detect such coordinated attacks.

The shortcomings of existing network security applications give rise for more
extended and scalable solutions through the use ofdistributedintrusion detection
systems. This approach involves thecooperationof many intrusion detection sen-
sors, distributed over a large network or several collaborating autonomous systems.
The analysis and correlation of the data gathered at each sensor gives a broader
perspective in which related incidents become apparent. The major benefits of
distributed security applications include:

Reduced false alarms.A distributed infrastructure can cover a larger and more
diverse monitoring space than traditional single-node security applications.
Events seen by each sensor can be correlated with the information collected
from the rest of the sensors in order to increase the confidence of the re-
ported incidents [66]. Studies have shown that cooperative detection is more
effective in suppressing “false alarms” that may be caused, for example, by
mechanisms with attack-like characteristics like popular downloads, flash
crowds and peer-to-peer applications [3]. For example, a sudden increase of
identical packets at different sensors may imply the outbreak of a new worm.
The same effect seen by a single node could be due to legitimate requests for
a popular page that just went on-line. Therefore, distributed intrusion detec-
tion systems may have considerably reduced false alarm rate.

Enhanced detection capability.With the deployment of numerous monitoring
sensors, there is an increased possibility that distributed and coordinated
attacks will cross several of the cooperating sensors which may be able to
identify them. An individual sensor may not be able to observe such kinds of
attacks, since it will get only a small portion of the malicious traffic, while a
cooperative security system exploits the complementary coverage from sev-
eral monitoring nodes. A recent study [71] suggests that a network of 40
distributed sensors is sufficient for detecting “top-offenders.” As the num-
ber of sensors increases, the system can detect attacks at an earlier stage and
can react more effectively. The correlation of data from multiple sources en-
hances the detection accuracy of current heuristics-based detection systems,
enabling them to perform more accurate detection of sophisticated new types
of attacks which intrusion detection systems cannot cope with, such as poly-
morphic worms or slow port scanners.
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Reduced number of alerts.Current intrusion detection systems tend to be ver-
bose and produce vast amounts of alerts which are difficult to manage and
interpret. In a distributed intrusion detection system, alerts from various
sensors are aggregated and may be prioritized according to the number of
different sensors that have reported a particular alert. Hence, they provide
condensed alerts and logs which enables the operator to make informed de-
cisions about the emerging threats.

Resilience and Scalability.A distributed infrastructure makes it harder for attack-
ers to evade detection by spotting and blacklisting specific monitoring hosts
or portions of the address space that are being monitored for random at-
tacks. Additionally, such a system comprises numerous hosts, and thus,
withstands denial of service attacks targeted to harm its availability. At the
same time, a distributed infrastructure is easy to expand and reduces the cost
per-participant, considering the related economies of scale.

6.2.2 Implementation

Implementing a distributed NIDS is a rather complicated task. Several basic oper-
ations like packet classification, TCP/IP stream reconstruction, and pattern match-
ing, must be crafted together to form a fully functional system. Each one of these
operations alone requires deliberate decisions for its design and considerable pro-
gramming effort for its implementation. Furthermore, the resulting system is usu-
ally targeted to a specific hardware platform. For instance, the majority of current
NIDSes are built on top oflibpcap [40] packet capture library using commod-
ity network interfaces set in promiscuous mode. As a result, given thatlibpcap
provides only basic packet delivery and filtering capabilities, the programmer has
to provide considerable amount of code to implement the large and diverse space
of operations and algorithms required by a NIDS.

In contrast, DiMAPI inherently supports the majority of the above operations
in the form of predefined functions which can be applied to network flows, and
thus, can be effectively used for the development of a simple NIDS. Consequently,
a great burden is released from the programmer who has now a considerably easier
task. Furthermore, a NIDS based on DiMAPI is not restricted to a specific hard-
ware platform. DiMAPI operates on top of a diverse range of monitoring hardware,
including sophisticated lower level components [14], and thus, can further opti-
mize overall system performance, considering that certain functions can be pushed
to hardware.

We have developed a distributed NIDS using DiMAPI. Based on the observa-
tion that a signature which describes a known intrusion threat can be represented
by a corresponding network flow, the overall implementation is straightforward.
As an example, consider the followingsnort [53] signatures. The first detects
malicious activity from a host infected with a backdoor, while the second detects
packets of the Witty worm [37,56].
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alert tcp any 146 -> any 1000:1300
(msg:"BACKDOOR Infector 1.6";
content: "|57 48 41 54 49 53 49 54|";
depth: 100; flags:A+; sid:120;)

alert udp any 4000 -> any any
(msg:"ISS PAM/Witty Worm Shellcode";
content: "|65 74 51 68 73 6f 63 6b 54 53|";
depth:246; classtype:misc-attack;
reference:url, www.lurhq.com/witty.html; sid:1000078;)

The packets that match the above rules can be returned by two corresponding
network flows, after the application of the appropriate DiMAPI functions:

fd_backdoor = mapi_create_flow(dev);
mapi_apply_function(fd_backdoor, "BPF_FILTER",

tcp and (src port 146) and ((tcp[2:2]>=1000 "
"and tcp[2:2]<=1300)) and tcp[13:1]&16>0);

mapi_apply_function(fd_backdoor, "STR_SEARCH",
"|57 48 41 54 49 53 49 54|", 0, 100);

fd_witty = mapi_create_flow(dev);
mapi_apply_function(fd_witty, BPF_FILTER,

udp and src port 4000);
mapi_apply_function(fd_witty, STR_SEARCH,

|65 74 51 68 73 6f 63 6b 54 53|, 0, 246);

Our DiMAPI-based NIDS operates as follows: during program start-up, the
files that contain the set of rules are parsed, and for each rule, a corresponding net-
work flow is created. Rules are written in the same description language used by
snort . The rest of the functionality is left to DiMAPI, which will optimize the
functional components of all the defined rules and deliver any matching packets.
Whenever an attack packet is received from any of the network flows, SIDS gen-
erates a corresponding alert and, depending on the user’s choice, prints the attack
packet on the console, dumps it on disk, or logs it on a database. The database
export format of the alerts is also compatible withsnort , which allows the use of
a wide variety of visualization tools, such asACID [17].

Our implementation takes no more than 3000 lines of code, while the core
functionality of other popular NIDSes, such assnort , consists of roughly 30.000
lines of code1. For example,libpcap does not provide any string searching
facility, and thus the programmer would have to provide a significant chunk of
code for the implementation of the string searching algorithm. Instead of forcing
the programmer to provide all this mundane code, MAPI already provides this
frequently used functionality.

1Although the functionality of the two systems is not identical, it is clearly depicted a difference
in code length of at least one order of magnitude.
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Additionally, the functionality of the monitoring daemon at each sensor can be
shared by multiple concurrently running applications. For example, along with the
intrusion detection application, one can develop a firewall application in the same
fashion (i.e., in a few lines of code), adding this way extra capabilities to the overall
system. Again, instead of providing code for the whole firewall operations, the
programmer can use DiMAPI to reduce the development effort, and to effectively
share resources by pushing the core firewall functionality into the MAPI daemon.

We should note that DiMAPI is not designed to fully replace fully-blown NIDS
platforms. Our experience with intrusion detection shows that DiMAPI provides
reasonably good support and performance for basic intrusion detection functional-
ity, especially in a distributed monitoring environment. This is useful for providing
the defense capabilities needed to respond to coordinated large-scale attacks. A
key advantage of our DiMAPI-based NIDS is that the it can rely on more than one
vantage points for attack detection. The scope of the network flows that correspond
to the signatures is user-defined, thus the system is able to observe and correlate
malicious activity from multiple sources. This functionality is crucial for building
distributed early-warning systems for large-scale attacks like Internet worms [72].
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Related Work

Although MAPI presents a novel approach to passive network monitoring, it shares
some functionality with existing network monitoring systems. The most widely
used library for packet capture islibpcap [40], which provides a flexible and
portable API for user-level packet capture. Thelibpcap interface supports a fil-
tering mechanism based on the BSD Packet Filter [39], which allows for selective
packet capture based on header fields. The Linux Socket Filter [31] offers similar
functionality with BPF for the Linux OS, while xPF [32] and FFPF [7] provide a
richer programming environment for network monitoring at the packet filter level.
FLAME [4] is an architecture that allows users to directly install custom modules
on the monitoring system, similarly in principle to Management-by-Delegation
models [28]. Windmill [38] is an extensible network probe environment which
allows loading of “experiments” on the probe, for analyzing protocol performance.

CoralReef provides a set of tools and support functions for capturing and an-
alyzing network traces [34].libcoral provides an API for monitoring applica-
tions that is independent of the underlying monitoring hardware. Nprobe [42] is a
monitoring tool for network protocol analysis. Although it is based on commodity
hardware, it speeds up network monitoring tasks by using filters implemented in
the firmware of a programmable network interface.

Our work is closely related to such tools. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, MAPI is more expressive than existing tools. One of the main differences
is that MAPI can be used to filter packets based on payload data. Furthermore,
it can also apply arbitrary functions on packets, and keep statistics based on the
results of these functions. The expressiveness of MAPI makes programming net-
work monitoring applications easier and also increases efficiency, as demonstrated
in Section 5.1. By being expressive, MAPI enables the underlying monitoring
system to choose the most appropriate implementation that matches the applica-
tion’s needs. DiMAPI leverages current passive network monitoring/capturing ap-
proaches that are tied to a single monitoring host, into a distributed environment.
Indeed, DiMAPI is implemented on top of various monitoring architectures, in-
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cluding libpcap -based interfaces and DAG cards [23], and provides a flexible
interface on top of them for building distributed monitoring applications.

The pcap library has been widely used in several passive monitoring appli-
cations such as packet capturing [52, 62], network statistics monitoring [19], and
intrusion detection systems [53].WinPcap [2] andrpcap [35] extendlibpcap
with remote packet capture capabilities. Both allow captured packets at a remote
host to be transferred at a local host for further processing. DiMAPI offers the
same functionality but formultipledistributed monitoring sensors. Also, DiMAPI
enables traffic processing at each remote monitoring sensor and sending back only
the computed results. In this way, the considerable network overhead of above
approaches due to the transfer of the captured packets is avoided.

Mmdump [67] is a specialized tool for tracing multimedia applications. Mm-
dump extendstcpdump by parsing messages from RTSP, H.323 multimedia ses-
sion control protocols to set up and tear down packet filters as needed. It parses
the control messages to extract the dynamically assigned port numbers. Then the
packet filter is changed to capture the packets of that stream. Mmdump is a custom
solution for tracking applications that use dynamic ports. MAPI generalizes this
idea and can be used for a much broader spectrum of applications (including those
targeted by Mmdump).

Except from packet capture oriented systems, there has been significant activity
in the design of systems providing flow-based measurements. Cisco IOS NetFlow
technology [12] collects and measures traffic data on a per-flow basis. In this con-
text, a flow is usually defined as all packets that share a common protocol, source
and destination IP addresses, and port numbers. In contrast to packet capture sys-
tems, NetFlow only extracts and maintains flow-level records, from which various
traffic statistics can be derived. NeTraMet [9], much like NetFlow, can collect
traffic data on a per-flow basis focusing only on flows that match a specific rule.
FlowScan [48] analyzes and reports on NetFlow format data and produces graph
images that provide a continuous, near real-time view of the network border traffic.
MAPI can be used to build a visualization application with the same capabilities
but for a broader range of network and application characteristics.

A drawback of such tools is that they are usually accessible only by network
administrators who have access rights to network equipment like routers. Open
source probes likenProbe [18] offer NetFlow record generation by capturing
packets using commodity hardware. Although DiMAPI shares some goals with
the above flow-based monitoring systems, we believe that it has significantly more
functionality. For example, by being able to examine packet payloads, DiMAPI is
able to provide sophisticated traffic statistics, e.g., for applications that use dynam-
ically allocated ports [49].

There is also significant activity within the IETF for defining network traffic
monitoring standards, from working groups such as RMON [68], PSAMP [21],
and IPFIX [50]. The Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [10] facili-
tates the retrieval of traffic statistics from network devices. Though SNMP is use-
ful it is limited in capabilities, since we cannot perform fine-grained monitoring.
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RMON offers significantly more capabilities than SNMP, however its complexity
and overhead prohibit wide deployment [29].

As network traffic monitoring is becoming increasingly important for the op-
eration of modern networks, several passive monitoring infrastructures have been
proposed. Gigascope [16] is a stream database for storing captured network data
in a central repository for further analysis using the GSQL query language. A sim-
ilar approach is followed by the CoMo project [30], which allows users to query
network data gathered from multiple administrative domains, and Sprint’s passive
monitoring system [26], which also collects data from different monitoring points
into a central repository for analysis. Arlos et al. [5] propose a distributed passive
measurement infrastructure that supports various monitoring equipment within the
same administrative domain.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

We have presented a novel programming abstraction for distributed network traf-
fic monitoring. MAPI strikes a balance between performance and flexibility in
network traffic monitoring, by providing a flexible and expressive interface that
allows users to specify complex monitoring needs, Indeed, current approaches to
network monitoring provide either too much information, such aslibpcap , or
too little information, such as flow-level traffic summaries. On the contrary, MAPI
provides a rich and expressive interface that enables users to precisely define their
traffic monitoring needs, receive only the amount of information they are interested
in, and therefore pay the overhead of only the information they receive. This is
achieved by building an API around a generalized network flow abstraction, which
users can fine-tune for their particular application, and by providing an intuitive set
of operations inspired by the UNIX socket-based network programming model.

Furthermore, the Distributed version of MAPI facilitates the programming and
coordination of several geographically distributed monitoring sensors from within
a single monitoring application. DiMAPI introduces the network flow scope, an at-
tribute that enables the creation and manipulation of network flows over several lo-
cal and remote passive monitoring sensors. The design of DiMAPI mainly focuses
on minimizing performance overheads, while it provides extensive functionality
for a broad range of distributed monitoring applications.

We have implemented a prototype of MAPI on top of a commodity Giga-
bit Ethernet network interface (Intel Pro 1000 MT), as well as on top of a DAG
4.2 GE special-purpose adapter designed for high-speed packet capture. We have
evaluated the implementation of MAPI and compared its performance with the
libpcap library used for network monitoring in state-of-the-art systems. Our
analysis suggests that MAPI outperforms competitive network traffic monitoring
approaches. As Section 5.1 shows, MAPI improves application performance com-
pared tolibpcap . This is because MAPI enables applications to receive only the
traffic they are interested in, whilelibpcap forces applicationsfirst to receive all
network traffic, andthenselect the packets they are interested in.
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We have also evaluated the network-level performance of DiMAPI using a
number of monitoring applications operating over large monitoring sensor sets,
as well as highly distributed environments. Our results show that DiMAPI has low
overhead, while the response latency in retrieving monitoring results is very close
to the actual round trip time between the monitoring application and the monitoring
sensors within the scope.

As networks continue to get faster and emerging Internet applications become
more complex, we expect that the impact of MAPI on efficiency and ease of pro-
gramming is expected to increase. Furthermore, as intelligent hardware becomes
more prevalent, MAPI will allow programmers to precisely express their monitor-
ing needs to the underlying system, which will optimize the monitoring process
in the most effective way. Although the specifics of implementing MAPI on top
of more advanced hardware are subject for future work, the interaction between
the expressiveness of MAPI and more sophisticated lower-level components, like
network processors and programmable monitoring cards, is likely to improve per-
formance further, considering that certain functions can be pushed to the hardware.
Currently, our efforts are focused on the deployment of DiMAPI-enabled monitor-
ing sensors across several autonomous systems, aiming to create a large-scale pas-
sive monitoring infrastructure. Finally, we are exploring the possibility of extend-
ing the functionality of the communication agent, in order to allow the monitoring
sensors to communicate with each other, for supporting monitoring applications
that require such functionality.
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